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WEDDINGS and FUNERALS :  
By arrangement via the Church Office. 

 

OUR MISSION 
A community seeking to live well with God,  

gathered around Jesus Christ in prayer and fellowship,  
and committed to welcome, worship and witness.  

 
The Church Office 

Bolton Abbey, Skipton BD23 6AL 
01756 710238 

office@boltonpriory.org.uk 
The Rector 

The Rectory, Bolton Abbey, Skipton BD23 6AL 
01756 710326 

rector@boltonpriory.org.uk 
Website 

www.boltonpriory.church 
 
 

The Church of England has suspended all services and  
public worship until further notice as a consequence of 
the Covid 19 pandemic. Therefore all services at Bolton 
Priory have now been suspended until further notice. 
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        Issue Number 469 
April 2020 

From Revd Nicholas Mercer 

RECTOR’S MESSAGE 

When I wrote my message for March I had no idea that, a month 
later, we would be in the midst of a public health crisis over 
Coronavirus COVID-19. 
I mentioned last month that we were about to enter into Lent where 
we remember Christ in the wilderness. It is recorded in the Gospel of 
St Mark that Christ was in the wilderness for forty days and was 
tempted by the devil.  
The time duration of forty days has a peculiar resonance with the 
crisis which now engulfs most of the world.  
The number forty is the root of the word quarantine which comes 
from the Italian word quaranta giorni meaning forty days. This was 
the period that all ships were required to be isolated before 
passengers and crew could go ashore in Venice during the Black 
Death epidemic in 1348. 
The forty day quarantine proved to be an effective formula for 
handling outbreaks of the plague and it is hoped that our own 
periods of quarantine might also be successful in the midst of our 
own public health crisis. 
It is difficult for Christians to know how to understand this crisis and 
also how to respond. However, in the midst of this crisis, there are 
some lessons we can draw.  
This year we are, peculiarly, sharing Lent together. As we know from 
Christ, this period is not easy and we are subject to all sorts of 
temptations. However as a Christian community we have a shared 
responsibility to resist temptations which might serve ourselves but 
not the wider community. It also reminds us of our wider 
responsibility to the most vulnerable in our society and particularly 
those who are suffering.  
Above all we need to remain focussed on not just Lent but what lies 
beyond. The majesty of Christianity is that we know how the story 
unfolds. Lent culminates in the Resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ – 
and that gives us all reason for hope, whatever may befall us.    
 
Nicholas 
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TO ALL CHURCH OF ENGLAND CLERGY 17 MARCH 2020  
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ, 
 We wanted to write to you today to offer you advice and 
encouragement at this very difficult time for the whole of our 
country. We write this letter having consulted with the bishops 
across the Church of England and are grateful to them for their 
wisdom and help. Thank you for all that you do and will continue to 
do as disciples of Jesus Christ and ministers of the Gospel. We 
recognise what a very unusual and painful time this is for everyone 
and we want to stress that we are praying for you all and are very 
grateful for all that you are doing. It has always been the historic 
vocation of the Church of England to be the church for everyone. 
William Temple, one of the great Archbishops of Canterbury and 
York of the last century, is often quoted as saying that we are the 
one organisation which exists for the benefit of its ‘nonmembers’. 
As the challenge of the coronavirus grips the world, and as the 
Government asks every individual and every organisation to rethink 
its life, we are now asking the Church of England in all its parishes, 
chaplaincies and ministries to serve all people in a new way. Public 
worship will have to stop for a season. Our usual pattern of Sunday 
services and other mid-week gatherings must be put on hold. But 
this does not mean that the Church of England has shut up shop. 
Far from it. We need to look at new ways of serving everyone:  
1. Where you can and where it is prudent, we encourage all clergy 
to continue their pattern of daily prayer and, if it is your practice 
and can be done within the constraints as set out, a daily Eucharist. 
It is vital to observe strictly the protocols of hygiene and, where 
necessary, self-isolation and social distancing. This will not be public 
worship that everyone can attend, but an offering of prayer and 
praise for the nation and for the world. Please do of course keep 
the church buildings open for private prayer wherever possible as 
we know so many do all the time. 2. If churches and worshipping 
communities have the resources to live stream then they should do 
so. This will enable the people of God and anyone and everyone 
who looks to God for support and meaning in this time of crisis to 
participate in the life of worship at home. At the same time, both 
nationally and in our dioceses, we will produce and provide 
resources for prayer and worship in the home. This will be 
especially important for those who are selfisolating,                                                                        
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but also for the benefit of everyone. Many people are going to suffer 
during these coming months as the coronavirus reaches its peak. 
Tragically there will be deaths and so many will be grieving and 
fearful. We, the Church of Jesus Christ, with our sisters and brothers 
from other Christian churches, must be in the forefront of providing 
practical care and support for the most poor and the most vulnerable, 
and we offer our services to all those who are beginning to think 
through how best to provide for those in need. Being a part of the 
Church of England is going to look very different in the days ahead. 
Our life is going to be less characterised by attendance at church on 
Sunday, and more characterised by the prayer and service we offer 
each day. We may not be able to pray with people in the ways that 
we are used to, but we can certainly pray for people. And we can 
certainly offer practical care and support. Please do carry on 
supporting the local foodbank and buy extra provisions for it. Ensure 
the night shelters wherever possible are kept open. There are many 
very encouraging schemes happening right across our country in 
communities to focus on caring for the most vulnerable, so do 
continue to play your part in those. Then by our service, and by our 
love, Jesus Christ will be made known, and the hope of the gospel, a 
hope that will counter fear and isolation, will spread across our land. 
We called, along with our fellow church leaders, for a day of prayer 
and action on Mothering Sunday (22nd March). Mothering Sunday 
has always been both a day of celebration for many and a sensitive 
and emotional day for some. Wherever you were on that Sunday this 
was a day of prayer and action and remembered especially those who 
are sick or anxious, and all involved in our Health Service. As one 
action, we called for everyone to place a lighted candle in their 
window at 7.00 p.m. as a sign of solidarity and hope in the light of 
Christ that can never be extinguished. This is a defining moment for 
the Church of England. Are we truly a church for all, or just the church 
for ourselves? We urge you sisters and brothers to become a 
different sort of church in these coming months: hopeful and rooted 
in the offering of prayer and praise and overflowing in service to the 
world. Please, therefore, join us in this great challenge; and pray for 
our Government and nation, for each other, and especially for those 
who work in our health and emergency services.  

With every blessing,    +Justin Cantuar +Sentamu Eboracensis  
          Archbishops of Canterbury and York 
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ALAN PAPWORTH RIP 

Dad was born to Spot and Ivy Papworth in August 1937. He attended 
local schools in Hitchin and Luton. After leaving school he studied 
hard at night school and subsequently became a member of the 
Institute for Mechanical Engineers. 
Dad had a talent for drawing and was a skilled draughtsman. In the 
1970s he started work for United Glass in St Albans, and became 
involved in setting up a new bottle making facility in Alloa, Scotland. 
In the 1980s he moved to work at British Aerospace in the space and 
communications section. 
He was a keen cyclist and in the 50s took cycling holidays down to 
Exeter and across Europe with his friends. 
Dad and Mum were members of the Alpine Garden Society, taking 
their prize winning plants to shows and running the London show 
held at the RHS halls in Westminster for many years. 
 In 1997 they moved to Draughton in North Yorkshire. They joined 
Bolton Priory becoming sidesmen, guides for the many visitors and 
later Dad was appointed Churchwarden. 
In 2012, they took the tough decision to leave their little cottage and 
move closer to the family, settling in Downham Market. It meant we 
were able to spend more time together for which I will always be 
grateful. 
Dad was many things, loving husband for 58 years to my Mum, father, 
swimming and driving instructor, gardening and maths homework 
teacher to me, and Grandad Sheep to Ben and Lily. He was always so 
proud of everything they achieved. Overall I shall remember Dad for 
being the boy who, despite his years, never really grew up.  

 Amanda Coney 
Alan and Alma Papworth’s daughter 
 
Many members of the Priory Family will 
remember Alan Papworth who was 
Churchwarden during the Rectorship of 
the Revd George Moffat. He died 
recently in Norfolk and we would like to 
extend our condolences to Alma and the 
rest of his family. 
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FROM THE RECTOR, REVEREND NICHOLAS MERCER  
Following the announcement by the Prime Minister  that there 
should be ‘no more non-essential contact with others for a period of 
twelve weeks,’ I have made the decision this morning to cancel, with 
immediate effect: 

Sunday and Wednesday services 

Lent Course        Liquid Worship     

Confirmation Classes   All concerts 

Annual Parish Council Meeting and PCC are now suspended. 

All guiding and cleaning activities will be suspended.      

These are ‘non-essential’ as there is an obvious risk of infection. 
This is an unprecedented situation and is still being clarified as we 
speak. I anticipate some initial confusion but will try and be as clear 
as possible. The website will be our main source of communication. 
Thank you for all your assistance, 

FARFIELD MEETING HOUSE APPEAL 
I thought you would like to know that the Farfield Appeal raised a to-
tal of £40,954.69. We are also hoping to claim a VAT refund.  Thank 
you to everyone who donated so generously.  The Meeting House is 
now open again, the majority of the work having been done.  It was 
planned to have an celebration in the Spring but this has been de-
layed until Autumn time. 
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LOCKDOWN 

Yes there is fear. 
Yes there is isolation. 
Yes there is panic buying. 
Yes there is sickness. 
Yes there is even death. 
But, 
They say that in Wuhan after so many years of noise 
You can hear the birds again. 
They say that after just a few weeks of quiet 
The sky is no longer thick with fumes 
But blue and grey and clear. 
They say that in the streets of Assisi 
People are singing to each other 
across the empty squares, 
keeping their windows open 
so that those who are alone 
may hear the sounds of family around them. 
They say that a hotel in the West of Ireland 
Is offering free meals and delivery to the housebound. 
Today a young woman I know 
is busy spreading fliers with her number 
through the neighbourhood 
So that the elders may have someone to call on. 
Today Churches, Synagogues, Mosques and Temples 
are preparing to welcome 
and shelter the homeless, the sick, the weary 
All over the world people are slowing down and reflecting 
All over the world people are looking at their neighbours in a new 
way 
All over the world people are waking up to a new reality 
To how big we really are. 
To how little control we really have. 
To what really matters. 
To Love. 
So we pray and we remember that 
Yes there is fear. 
But there does not have to be hate. 
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Yes there is isolation. 
But there does not have to be loneliness. 
Yes there is panic buying. 
But there does not have to be meanness. 
Yes there is sickness. 
But there does not have to be disease of the soul 
Yes there is even death. 
But there can always be a rebirth of love. 
Wake to the choices you make as to how to live now. 
Today, breathe. 
Listen, behind the factory noises of your panic 
The birds are singing again 
The sky is clearing, 
Spring is coming, 
And we are always encompassed by Love. 
Open the windows of your soul 
And though you may not be able 
to touch across the empty square, 
Sing. 
Brother Richard Hendrick, 

A Capuchin Brother in Ireland 

 
  

 

 

 

PARISH MAGAZINE DEADLINE MAY MAGAZINE 
Please could we have any copy for the April magazine by 15 April. It 
can be sent either to the Editor or the Church Office. 

POPPY APPEAL AT THE PRIORY 2019 
News has just reached us that our Poppy 
appeal last year raised a wonderful 
£411.17.  Thank you everyone  who 
supported this. 
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ADVERTS 
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ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT  

On Sunday 01 March as part of our Eco Church Silver award 
programme, members of our Liquid Worship group in collaboration 
with the Devonshire Estate took part in hedgerow planting between 
two adjoining farms. This was to create a natural habitat for lots of 
small birds and wild life animals as well as identifying the boundaries 
of each farm. 
Those who braved the tail end of storm Jorge trudging through 
slightly boggy ground, thoroughly enjoyed the event and I’m sure 
would have liked to have stayed longer than time allowed. 
 

Future Events in the Silver award programme include: 
Fixing bird nesting boxes on trees in the burial ground of the Priory; if 
anyone would like to contribute to the cost of the nest boxes or 
indeed donate one please contact Elaine. 
Gill has acquired Acorns from the RHS Harlow Carr for the children in 
Liquid Worship who will be potting them up and nurturing them in 
readiness to plant out as saplings.  If you would like to take part and 
have the grounds to plant what will eventually be an English Oak,  
please ask Gill for your acorn. She will also give you advice on potting 
your acorn seed.  
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 Throughout February we have seen devastating events following 
Storms Ciara, Dennis and Jorge bringing flooding and destruction 
across Britain. We are told that climate changes have a huge impact 
on this. Each one of us can make changes in our lifestyle no matter 
how small to help save God’s Wonderful creation. 
Elaine Adams-Lambert                

DALIT CANDLES AND SOAP ON THE SALES TABLE 
New on the sales table are candles and soap made by the Dalit caste 
in India.  The charity which runs this has been raising money for 20 
years to build and fund schools and children’s homes in India.  All the 
candles are handmade by the Dalit people of India and the money 
raised also supports their work with the Dalit street children.   

WHO ARE THE DALIT PEOPLE?  
For over 3000 years the Dalits – or Untouchables – have been 
positioned at the bottom of India’s society and are subject to the 
most aggressive and dehumanising abuse. 
They are born into a culture that devalues 
them from birth with society considering 
them lower than animals. The term ‘Dalit’ 
literally translates to downtrodden or 
oppressed and there are 250 million Dalits 
who are exposed to this injustice  
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PLEASE NOTE THERE ARE NO SERVICES AT THE PRIORY 
OVER THE EASTER PERIOD AND UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE 

 
The Church of England has suspended all services and  
public worship until further notice as a consequence of 
the Covid 19 pandemic. Therefore all services at Bolton 
Priory have now been suspended until further notice.  

 

 

CANCELLATIONS, BOLTON ABBEY HALL VILLAGE EVENTS 
WEDNESDAY NIGHTERS CANCELLED 

Wednesday Nighters which are normally held on the first Wednesday 
of the month, will be cancelled until further notice.   

BOLTON ABBEY VILLAGE HALL DANCES CANCELLED 

The Modern Sequences dance on the first Friday of the month in the 
Village Hall will also be cancelled until further notice. 

BOLTON ABBEY SHOW 2020 CANCELLED 

The show, due to take place on 09 May, has been cancelled for this 
year. This would have been the 40th Bolton Abbey Show! 

  In all instances please consult  the Bolton Abbey Village Hall web-
site for further and up to date information. 
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 To be finished 

ANOTHER MILESTONE REACHED! 

Our 300th basket has been delivered . It 
was collected by community midwife 
Charlotte. Demand seems to be growing.  
A sad indictment of our society that 
there is such a need. 

At the moment we seem to be getting more requests for girl baskets. 
As always Lorely and I are very grateful for all the wonderful 
contributions we receive from the Priory and also from others who 
have heard of us through friends. 

 
With very many thanks.  
Mary Vineall  
01756 753013 
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THE RECTOR’S RESPONSE TO A PROPOSAL FOR ANY 
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FOR WAR CRIMES 
LETTER TO THE TIMES 19.03.2020 
Dear Sirs, 

 We wish to express our opposition in the strongest terms to any statute of 
limitations for war crimes proposed by Johnny Mercer MP this morning. 
First of all, the Geneva Conventions and Protocols do not have a time limit 
attached for the very good reason that the battlefield requires the strictest 
discipline and accountability for soldiers. Secondly, the passing of a statute 
of limitations will give the green light to rogue nations to follow suit. It does 
not take much imagination to envisage another nation citing their own 
statute of limitations when being pressed about war crimes in the future. 
Thirdly, to take this step potentially undermines the whole edifice of 
International Law on the battlefield. 
The British Army is rightly regarded as one of the finest armies in the world. 
It does not need special laws to “protect” it. In our opinion this is deeply 
retrograde step by the British Government. 

Colonel David Benest OBE, MBE former CO 2 Para, South Armagh 1994-1997 

Lieutenant Colonel the Reverend Nicholas Mercer, former senior military 
lawyer, HQ Ist (UK) Armoured Division, Iraq war 2003 

APRIL PARISH MAGAZINE 
For those who do not get the Magazine delivered the Magazine can 
be picked up from the free table in the Tower.  There will also be 
copies in the Post Office.  Please let people know who might like one. 

 THE WEEKLY SHEET 
The Weekly Sheet is now on the Bolton Priory website with the latest 
updates and the prayers for each week.  Please let as many people as 
possible know – spread the word. 

 BOLTON ABBEY VILLAGE HALL AGM 
The AGM has been cancelled.  If you would like a copy of the minutes 
of the AGM, agenda or financial accounts please contact the 
Chairman.  We always welcome interest from anyone who would like 
to join the committee in order to ensure that this most important 
local facility carries on for many more years.  

Barry Cody, Chairman 01756 710587, 
Bookings@boltonabbeyvillagehall.org.uk 
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 ATLANTIC RALLY FOR CRUISERS 
OUR SAILING ADVENTURES   
We met James and Bex a year ago. They 
had sailed to Portugal in 2018 and plan to 
live on their yacht for the next few years.  
November was damp and grey in 
Yorkshire so we were excited to arrive in 
the warmth of Las Palmas Marina that 
evening and our home for the next 6 weeks, the yacht HEPZIB. 
The Atlantic Rally for Cruisers exists to take sailors across the Atlantic from 
Gran Canaria to the Caribbean. The ARC+ goes via the Cape Verde 
archipelago. We had a week to prepare for our departure, attend lectures, 
shop and cook. We enjoyed meeting the crews on other yachts and hearing 
their stories. Our experience was the tip of the iceberg. Many are planning to 
cruise the Caribbean during our winter months and for some this crossing 
marks the start of world circumnavigations.  
Departure day arrived, the weather forecast was less favourable than 
expected but at 13.00 on Sunday 10 November we set off in strong winds 
and high seas. We had a small Remembrance Service on the shore at 1100 
with a few fellow sailors which was emotional and moving. 
A parade of 90 yachts streamed out of the marina. Well-wishers perched on 
the rocks as we left the harbour. Excitement, nerves, emotions all mixed 
together as years’ of planning finally came to fruition. We felt privileged to 
be a part of it. 
Yachts all around bobbed in and out of view as they disappeared behind big 
waves. Moving around the boat soon became very challenging as we had to 
hang on for dear life with one hand holding on at all times. Our daily watch 
times were six hours on and six hours off (24 hours a day). 
James advised us to eat and then get some rest so we would be ready for 
our first night watch. Good advice…..but the reality was not so simple. 
Tummies quickly felt queasy. Removing life jackets and lying down took an 
inordinate amount of effort. I started the first night watch with Bex. David 
felt nauseous and very wisely stayed lying down. Adrenalin levels were high, 
we were all tired. We did our best to monitor other vessels around us. The 
sea was rocking us all over the place, and on a couple of occasions we were 
soaked by waves. It was a relief to go to bed, or so I thought, but by now our 
cabin felt more like a washing machine so sleep was hard to come by. I felt 
like I was on Noah’s ark as the only identifiable sounds were a tree frog, a 
cat, a few ducks, a sheep, a squeaky toy and the occasional chatter of other 
people and the hammock full of food in the galley rustling as it was swinging 
to and fro ! 
Monday morning and David was on watch. Thankfully he felt up to it. I 
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certainly didn’t. Dressed as if he was 
heading out for a walk in the Dales, 
complete with woolly hat and 
waterproofs, he headed up on deck. 
The waves continued to throw us 
around. 
I felt lousy and was useless for two 
days, I just had to sleep it off. No-one 
could face staying in the galley for long 
enough to cook a meal so they ate 
biscuits when hungry, until Skipper 
finally managed to make a brew on 
Monday evening. Having spent hours 
staring at the kettle and wondering 
how we would ever manage to make a 
hot drink, we were SO grateful to 
James. It was marvellous for morale. 48 
hours after leaving Las Palmas, the 
other three enjoyed their first meal. I could hear happy chatter on deck as 
full tummies enjoyed a tagine. It smelt delicious but I stayed in bed.  
The next morning I was on watch at 07.00 and we were blessed by a visit 
from a passing pod of feeding dolphins. What a privilege it was to watch 
these delightful creatures leaping out of the water. So quick and joyful. At 
night, we appreciated the full moon which gives out so much light when 
on a night watch. But when obscured by a bank of cloud, we were 
rewarded with beautiful phosphorescence dancing in the water. It looks 
like fairy dust twinkling in the waves. 
After a week at sea we had found our sea legs and settled into a good 
working routine. But we were excited to see land and arrived in Mindelo, 
Sao Vicente in the early hours of Sunday morning.  
Great views of Cape Verde islands as we left Mindelo. 90 yachts under sail 
against backdrop of volcanic islands. Within 24 hours they have all 
disappeared from sight. We were in one of the smaller, older, heavier 
boats so didn’t expect to win any prizes! Mild enough to be in shorts and 
long sleeve layer and no footwear now. Ably guided by James, we helped 
him to get the mainsail out and the goose wing set up to try and pick up 
some speed as we had not been able to move any quicker than 5km to 
date. Winds still fairly light at 10-15 kn. The new set up worked well and 
we improved our average speed to 6 knots.  
We took it in turns on galley duty so once I felt up to it I really enjoyed 
cooking: making bread, flapjack, rice salad in prep for supper. As darkness 
fell  around 17.30 we cooked and ate in daylight hours. 
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 We recorded our position and weather in the Ship’s log book every hour. 
Life was settling back into a routine and the days whizzed by. 

30 November 2020 
 Halfway day was memorable for a number of reasons:  
 We experienced our first 

squall! It was a bit wet and 
windy for an hour but we 
survived.  

 Fish were leaping out of the 
sea. Tempted by the ridiculous 
numbers of  fish we could see 
above the water, James 
decided to have a go at 
fishing. Within minutes he had 
landed a beautiful yellow 
finned tuna. Once it was off 
the bone and filleted, Bex and 
I set to, skinning it and 
chopping it into steaks. We 
had the most amazing lunch of 
ceviche tuna followed by 
lightly pan fried tuna steaks 
and rice. Probably one of the 
best meals of my life.  

 We ate our lunch as the tuna 
continued to leap out of the 
water all around us. We seemed to be witnessing the bait ball 
phenomenon; so beautifully explained to us by David Attenborough 
on his Blue Planet series a couple of years ago. Quite incredible to 
witness at first hand over several hours. It was as if the water was 
bubbling over with too many fish!  

 We swam in the mid Atlantic -  What an experience. The ocean was a 
beautiful temperature. The water was the deepest of blues. It was 
just what we all needed to cool down and freshen up after the 
morning’s fishing. Strange to think how many miles of water there 
were beneath us, and that we were 1100 miles from land. 

 
We occasionally changed the sails as the wind moved round. What a way to 
end November 2019! 

To be continued next month 

Sophie and David Pringle 
Andrew and Carol Wade’s daughter and son in law 
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MAGAZINE ARCHIVES 
100 YEARS AGO, APRIL 1920 
NEWS FROM OUR LOCAL REPORTERS. 

Barden 

Miss Edna Birch, of Barden Moor, has just been appointed Teacher of 
Housecraft at Brighouse, Elland and District Secondary Schools, to 
commence after Easter. She was a scholar at Barden School and 
gained a scholarship at Knaresborough Secondary School and from 
there to the Yorkshire Training College of Housecraft at Leeds. During 
the time she was at Leeds she gained 1st Class Diploma, with 
distinctions, in Laundry , Cookery and Housewifery. She was also 
awarded the Diploma for Technical and Continuation Teaching and is 
at present training for a Needlework Diploma. We all wish her every 
success in her new duties. 

Bolton Abbey 

On Saturday, March 27th, the Rector gave a very interesting lecture in 
the Institute on ‘Three Years on the Railway in South Africa’. The 
views were splendid. It made one realise the great need of mission 
work in the Colonies. We in England can hardly understand how hard 
it would be to ‘keep up to the mark’ situated many miles away from 
the nearest church and the different means of grace we are privileged 
to receive here. Realising the great work the Railway Mission is 
carrying on in South Africa amongst our brothers and sisters, we will 
continue in prayer for the great work.  A collection was made at the 
door, amounting to 10s., for the Railway Mission.  

PAROCHIAL NOTES 

The Signing of Voting Papers. The ladies, who have kindly and 
loyally undertaken the work of obtaining the signatures of all the 
Church of England people in the parish, have reported that, in some 
cases, the person signing did not quite understand what it was all 
about as they had evidently not read their Parish Magazine for 
January! Hence, we will try and make it clear why all this signing has 
been necessary. It is all owing to an Act of Parliament called the 
Enabling Bill which will ‘enable the Church to carry out reforms within 
the Church more easily than hitherto, by giving greater power to the 
‘National Assembly of the Church of England’. Now, this National 
Assembly is to consist of Clergy and Laity elected by the  
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Church people themselves. But you cannot elect any Committee 
(even the House of Commons) without voting; it is necessary to find 
some means of framing a list of those who are entitled to vote. Hence 
every parish in England has been asked to make their own ‘Electoral 
Roll’, or list of those qualified to vote. If you have signed the form for 
the Electoral Roll, you are qualified to vote at the Bolton Abbey 
Parochial Church Meeting. 
 

WHAT OUR VISITORS SAY 

Judging from the visitors’ comments the Priory has a definite ‘Wow’ 
factor. 

 Wow! The music is so beautiful. I like it a lot. (Sophie aged 6) 
 Stunning xxx 
 Big and beautiful. A gem. 
 Stunning, wonderful church. 
 Beautiful with tons of spooky ghosts. (Really?) 
 Lovely windows. 
 Whoo! 
 A lovely loved church. Thank you. 
 Wow! It’s really beautiful. It’s broken but wonderful. I really like 

it. Continue like this. 
 The flowers are absolutely gorgeous, as is the church. 
 What a sacred church. Love it. 
 What a wonderful place. 
 Totally magnificent. 
  
Sid the dog said ‘Grrr!!!’ but as he added a paw print and a kiss I think 
it’s safe to say that it was a growl of appreciation. 

 
Compiled by Liz Higgins 

 

For over 3000 years the Dalits – or Untouchables 

– have been positioned at the bottom of India’s 
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SPRING QUOTES 
‘April hath put a spirit of youth in everything.’ 

William Shakespeare 

‘It is spring again. The earth is like a child that knows poems 
by heart.’ 

Rainer Maria Rilke 

‘If we had no winter, the spring would not be so pleasant: if 
we did not sometimes taste of adversity, prosperity would 
not be so welcome.’ 
Anne Bradstreet 

‘With the coming of spring, I am calm again.’ 
Gustav Mahler 

‘Is the spring coming?’ he said. ‘What is it like?’ ‘It is the sun 
shining on the rain and the rain falling on the sunshine.’ 
Frances Hodgson Burnett 

‘I am amazed at this spring, this conflagration 
Of green fires lit on the soil of the earth, this blaze 
Of growing, and sparks that puff in wild gyration 
 Faces of people streaming across my gaze.’ 
D.H. Lawrence 

‘A light exists in spring 
 Not present on the year 
At any other period. 
When March is scarcely here. 
Emily Dickinson 
 
 
 
 

 

PARISH MAGAZINE 

DEADLINE MAY MAGAZINE 
Please could we have any copy for the May magazine by  
15 May. It can be sent either to the Editor or the Church Office. 
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 PRIORY DIRECTORY 
Rector The Revd Nicholas Mercer 01756 710326 
Parish Administrator Margaret Cody 01756 710238 
Churchwardens  Paul Middleton 01943 430654 
 Matthew Hey 07702 555339 
PCC Secretary Sandra Stubbs 01943 463332  
PCC Treasurer Michael Heatley 01423 509629 
Gift Aid Peter Loweth 01756 711129  
Director of Music Tim Raymond  
 stanghan@aol.com   
Concert Coordinator Paul Middleton 07906 082037 
Works Committee Matthew Hey 07702 555339  
Deanery Synod Andrew Hartley 01943 600645  
 Liz Clayton 07880 700339 
 Peter Lambert 07985 136819 
Diocesan Synod Andrew Hartley 01943 600645  
Verger  Peter Lambert 07985 136819  
Sacristan Jennifer Hardaker  
Chalicists’ Rota Mike Vineall 01756 753013  
Liquid Worship Joan Mason 01943 608049  
Electoral Roll Officer Rosemarie Fisher 07964 561959 
Environmental Officer Elaine Adams-Lambert 01756 794542 
Contact for Young People Lorna Heatley 07772 498838 
Parish Disability Officer Jean Crawford 07951 788909 
Parish Safeguarding Officer Jean Crawford  
Sidesmen’s Rota Susan Whittaker 01943  831165 
Flower Rota Lorna Freegard 01943 607907  
Welcome Team Leader Kate Templeton  
Cleaning Rota Andrew Wade 01943 862614  
Friends of Bolton Priory Jill Riley 01943 830190 
Fund Raising Liz Clayton 07880 700339 
Deputy Churchwardens Susan Barker 01756 711260 
 Barry Cody  01756 710587 
MAGAZINE TEAM   
Editor Val Middleton 01943 430654 
 priorymagazine@yahoo.co.uk  
Deputy Editor Judith Allen 01943 513275  
Advertising  Liz Clayton 07880 700339 
Distribution Gill Holme 01756 710482 
   
   
   

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems-and-poets/poets/detail/rainer-maria-rilke

